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BABY CARRIERS
A CLOSE BOND
Love is the art of intimacy, a feeling that requires trust and a sense of security. To love and know someone closely, to go through life together heart to heart, and to feel how this bond creates trust – this gives us energy and bolsters our self-confidence. Babies in particular need to be close to their parents. They need warmth and security, a sense of familiarity in a world that is still new to them. It’s no coincidence that intimacy and security go hand in hand. CYBEX Baby Carriers let you integrate physical contact with your baby into an active everyday life – elegant, stylish and full of confidence.
CARRYING COMPETENCE

CARRY YOUR BABY ...

Babies love to be carried. A baby carrier offers the baby close physical contact with mom or dad and satisfies their basic need for security and closeness while promoting self-assuredness and independence. Correct carrying in a baby carrier promotes an optimal posture and supports the healthy physical development of the baby.

... AND PROMOTE HEALTHY DEVELOPMENT OF THE BACK AND HIP JOINTS!

After nine months in the mom’s womb, babies are born with a lightly curved spine. After birth, the spine straightens: a slow and cautious process, which takes over a year. Right after birth, babies take up the spread-squat position, which promotes the continued healthy development of the hip joints. Carrying your baby in a carrier promotes the natural maturation of the hip joints.

CARRYING POSITIONS FOR EVERY AGE AND PREFERENCE

BACK CARRYING  FRONT CARRYING  HIP CARRYING
Our Expertise

Baby carrying is a topic CYBEX takes very seriously. In close collaboration with midwives, osteopaths, and baby carrying schools, we’re continuously expanding our expertise in all things related to baby carrying.

We have made it our goal to educate trainers around the world to represent both our baby carriers and the concept of carrying to the industry. These carrying advisors are now considered professional sources of knowledge for our product development, and help us learn more about the wishes and needs of our most valued customers—parents.

International Hip Dysplasia Institute

The IHDI recommends babywearing for healthy hip development as long as the correct carrying position (spread-squat position) is guaranteed. As all CYBEX baby carriers allow for healthy carrying positions, they were certified as ‘hip healthy’ by the IHDI.

Further Benefits of Babywearing

Senses/Early Development

Carrying stimulates all physiological senses, such as perception of the body through balance, gravity, physical boundaries, internal organs, positions of the joints and movement. Also the very important perception of the environment through the senses, such as hearing, tasting, smelling, touching and seeing, are being developed.

Bonding/Psychology

Last but not least – carrying strengthens the important parent-child bonding and continuously satisfies the emotional needs of the baby through closeness, warmth and a feeling of security. This leads to babies who cry less and sleep better. At the same time, the baby carrier offers parents more flexibility, mobility and free hands for everyday tasks while being close to their precious baby.
MAIRA.TIE

From newborn to toddler (approx. 3.5 – 15 kg)

Safety and comfort for parents and child: Simple and intuitive handling makes the MAIRA.tie baby carrier by CYBEX particularly comfortable for adults of all shapes and sizes. Tying is a versatile way to fit the carrier to the wearer, making it perfect for sharing between different caregivers. The user-friendly adjustable back panel supports your child’s natural spread-squat position (up to approx. 2 years) and so promotes healthy development of their hip joints – regardless of height and weight. The integrated, multi-functional head and neck support provides stability to your baby’s head and neck. Meanwhile, the diagonally elastic fabric of the MAIRA.tie supports your baby’s natural posture.
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MAIRA.TIE
FUNCTIONS

MULTI-FUNCTIONAL INTEGRATED HEADREST
Adjustable for children of every size with head & neck support

100% COTTON (EXTERIOR & LINING)
Warm and breathable for baby’s comfort

TIE AND BUCKLE MECHANISM
Snug fitting, comfortable carrying, load distribution for parents of all sizes

WIDTH AND HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE PANEL
Adjustable to baby’s size

PADDED SHOULDER STRAPS FOR CROSSED AND PARALLEL WEARING
Improved load distribution due to optional sternum strap

CURVED AND PADDED WAIST BELT
Comfort and carrying convenience

SUPPORT OF NATURAL SPREAD-SQUAT POSITION
Ergonomic spread-squat position. Healthy hip development

SAFETY LOCK MECHANISM
Easy and safe closing and opening mechanism
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Thanks to the versatile adjustable tie, an ergonomically correct position is available for babies of every size.
MAIRA.CLICK

From newborn to toddler (approx. 3.5 – 15 kg)

The MAIRA.click is an especially flexible and comfortable baby carrier in the CYBEX Gold Line. Thanks to its diagonally elastic cotton fabric, the carrier adapts perfectly to your baby without any pressure on baby’s back to ensure the ideal carrying position. The easy-to-use buckle system ensures straightforward adjustment. The ergonomic seat can be adjusted in length and width to the size of your baby or toddler (birth up to approx. 2 years), carrying them in a way that is both healthy and comfortable. The integrated, multi-functional head and neck support provides stability to your baby’s head and neck. The MAIRA.click allows your baby to take a natural spread-squat position, supporting healthy development of their hip joints.
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MAIRA.CLICK

FUNCTIONS

MULTI-FUNCTIONAL INTEGRATED HEADREST
Adjustable for children of every size with head & neck support

PADDED SHOULDER STRAPS FOR CROSSED AND PARALLEL WEARING
Freedom of choice

100% COTTON (EXTERIOR & LINING)
Warm and breathable for baby’s comfort

WIDTH AND HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE PANEL
Adjustable to baby’s size

CURVED AND PADDED WAIST BELT
Comfort and carrying convenience

2 POSSIBLE ATTACHMENTS OF SHOULDER STRAPS
Snug fitting, comfortable carrying, load distribution

SUPPORT OF NATURAL SPREAD-SQUAT POSITION
An ergonomically correct position for healthy hip development.

SAFETY LOCK MECHANISM
Easy and safe closing and opening mechanism

FULL BUCKLE/CLICK MECHANISM
Easy and fast handling
CARRYING
FROM NEWBORN TO TODDLER
Ergonomic carrying for every size of baby.

FROM NEWBORN
TO TODDLER

FRONT CARRYING
HIP CARRYING
BACK CARRYING
WHY MAIRA.TIE & MAIRA.CLICK?

CARRYING FROM NEWBORN TO TODDLER

MAIRA.TIE

Thanks to the versatile adjustable tie, an ergonomically correct position is available for babies of every size.

MAIRA.CLICK

Ergonomic carrying is supported by the attachment of the shoulder straps to the waist belt or panel.
HEALTHY CARRYING
Support of natural spread-squat position.

INDIVIDUAL HEAD AND NECK SUPPORT
Individually adjustable to baby’s size and needs.

SAFETY LOCK MECHANISM
For increased carrying safety.

ERGONOMIC CARRYING
With width and height-adjustable panel.

PARALLEL WEARING
With sternum strap for comfortable wearing.

CROSSED WEARING
For carrying convenience and weight distribution.
BEYLA.TWIST

From newborn to toddler (approx. 3.5 – 15 kg)

The BEYLA.twist full-buckle baby carrier from the CYBEX Gold line is highly versatile. Its four ergonomic and comfortable carrying positions promote your baby’s optimal posture, regardless of carrying direction. Thanks to its practical buckle system, the carrier can be pre-adjusted as needed and is ready to wear in just a few seconds. The ergonomic seating ring can be easily adjusted to the size of your baby to support their natural spread-squat position, which is important for healthy development of the hip joints. Together with its multi-functional head and neck support, the BEYLA.twist baby carrier supports your baby’s natural posture from birth to approx. 2 years.
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BEYLA.TWIST

FUNCTIONS

MULTI-FUNCTIONAL INTEGRATED HEADREST
Adjustable panel for children of every size with head & neck support

PADDED SHOULDER STRAPS FOR CROSSED AND PARALLEL WEARING
Freedom of choice

PADDED WAIST BELT
Comfort and carrying convenience

SAFETY LOCK MECHANISM (BUCKLE)
Easy and safe closing and opening mechanism

EASY-TO-CLEAN FABRIC
Easy to clean when dirty

SUPPORT OF NATURAL SPREAD-SQUAT POSITION
An ergonomically correct position for healthy hip development.

EASY-TO-CLEAN FABRIC
Easy to clean when dirty

FULL BUCKLE/CLICK MECHANISM
Easy and fast handling

MULTI-FUNCTIONAL INTEGRATED HEADREST
Adjustable panel for children of every size with head & neck support
CARRYING
FROM NEWBORN TO TODDLER

Ergonomic carrying for every size of baby.
WHY BEYLA.TWIST?

HEALTHY CARRYING

In all 4 carrying positions.

INDIVIDUAL HEAD AND NECK SUPPORT

Individually adjustable to baby’s size and needs.

ERGONOMIC CARRYING

With adjustable seating ring.

SAFETY LOCK MECHANISM

For increased carrying safety.

PARALLEL WEARING

With sternum strap for comfortable wearing.

CROSSED WEARING

For carrying convenience and weight distribution.